


Why 

Who 



Eden Tours is a destination management 

company in Tunisia. 
  

Founded in 1998, Eden Tours is one of 

Tunisia’s largest and most experienced 

Incoming and Outgoing Tour Operators 

catering for international tour operators, 

corporate and leisure clients. 

 

Eden Tours  is the leading agency/ DMC 

for Tours  and Circuits in Tunisia. 

 

Eden Tours handles more than 60.000 

tourists per year to visit Tunisia and 

many are repeat visitors. 

  

We are a privately held professional firm 

with over 50 employees dedicated to 

service excellence.  



Our 
Fleet 

55 seater 

coaches  

30 seater 
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40 seater 
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minivans  

12 seater 

minivans  

Four-wheel drives 
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*The tours are escorted by national official multi language speaking guides. 
 

Eden Tours provides a selection of comfortable air conditioned vehicles: 



Name : 

EDEN TOURS SA 

The Head Office: 
12 bis boulevard Khezama  

4051-Sousse,Tunisie 

CEO : 

Mr Raouf JAIEM 

ra-ja@edentours.tn 

Director : 

Mr Ridha BOUASKER 

ridha.bouasker@edentours.tn 

PLC (Public Limited Company) 

Capital de 1 790 000 TND 

Licence N° : 

A.3.353 

Activity : 

Agence de voyages 

Establishment date: 

Décembre 1998 

Web Site : 

www.edentours.tn 

Tax registration number: 

411632 P/A/M/000 

 

The commercial register : 

B1112741998 

 Fact sheet

Marketing Director : 

Mr Hafedh AKREMI 

hafedh.akremi@edentours.tn 

Administrative and Financial : 

Mr Mounira DAGOU 



Negotiations and management of allotment contracts with hotels. 

Synchronization of charter programs with land logistics: transfers, assistance 

at airports, ports. 

Rental of offices and subcontracting with local staff: guides and 

reservation agents. 

Special circuits: Well-being (Thalasso), cultural, desert, adventure, 

sports, educational, archaeological, religious, etc… 

Golf stay, organization of tournaments and competitions 

Negotiations of charter and co-charter flights with airlines. 

Reception and land service for cruises. 

Our Services: 



Events: concerts, weddings, product launches, receptions, 

Congresses, meetings etc. 

Incentive trips & Team Building. 

Hotel reservations in Tunisia and around the world. 

Organized and à la carte trips abroad for groups 

and individuals. 

Ticketing Service: Air, Sea, Land. 

Car rental with and without driver. 

Provision of any type of vehicle driving with professional driver. 

Circuits and excursions accompanied by approved professional guides. 



They Trust Us: 



Contact 
Us 

E-mail:ridha.bouasker@edentours.tn 

Adress :122 Avenue de Koweit, 

Hammamet 8050 - Tunisie  

Tel :+216 71 100 225 l +216 95 991 600 

Fax :+216 72 262 528  

 

Hammamet Nord 

E-mail: hafedh.akremi@edentours.tn 

Adress :12 Bis, Boulevard Khézama 

4051 Sousse - Tunisie 

Tel :+216 71 100 231 l +216 98 432 249 

Fax :+216 73 270 714  
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1- Introduction 

Tunisia is located in North Africa, only at 140km from Sicily and 

less than 2 hours flight from most European capital cities, with 

more than 3000 years civilization: Roman cities, Berber dwellings, 

Andalousian villages…  

Tunisians always represented a connection between the east and 

the west, Europe and Africa. 

Its population is a mix of different origins: Berbers, Arabs and 

Europeans.  



Tunisia is prime territory for a straight forward sun-sand-and-sea 
holiday.  
 

But beyond the beaches, it’s a thrilling, underrated destination 

where distinct cultures and incredible extremes of landscape – 

forested coastlines, Saharan sand dunes in the  

south – can be explored in just a few days.  

 



Currency: Tunisian Dinar (TND). The Tunisian Dinar is divided into 1000 millimes 
USD 10 = around TND 30 (July 2023) 
Credit cards accepted: Visa, MasterCard 

Languages : Arabic. French is widely spoken, everywhere. Italian is often spoken in coastal towns and English spoken 
in tourist areas. Most signs are bilingual 

Population: 11.7 million inhabitants (Source : INS 2020) 

Religion: Islam (98% of the pop.), Judaism, Christianity 

Surface area: 163,155km2 

G e n e ra l  I n fo r m at i o n  

Best Time to tavel for tours: October to June 

Location : Tunisia is only a two hours flight from Europe and 3 hours flight from 
Istanbul 

Time zone: GMT + 1 



• Sidi Bou Said - Cliff top village with blue and white houses 

• Carthage – Byrsa Hill, Antonine Baths 

• Kairouan – Medina, Great Mosque, Mausoleum of Sidi Sahbi 

• Sbeitla – Roman ruins 

• Tozeur – Medina, Dar Cherait Museum, Museum Eden Palm, Horse 

Carriage ride in Chott El Jerid 

• Mountain Oasis – 4WD drive to Chebika, Tamerza, Mides 

• Ong Jamel - Decor of Star Wars Tunisia 

• Douz – Camel ride Tour 

• Matmata – Underground Houses 

• Tataouine – Ksar Ouled Soltane 

• Djerba – Djerba Hood, Synagogue 

• El Jem – Roman Amphitheatre 

• Sousse – Medina (UNESCO) 

• Tunis – Medina, Bardo Museum 

 

2- Introduction 
Attractions

 
 



C a r t h a g e  
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C a r t h a g e  

One of the most famous cities of the Mediterranean in 

the antiquity. Homeland of the general Hannibal, one 

of greatest military leader’s in history, Carthage 

use to control the trade in the Mediterranean basin 

before being destroyed and rebuilt by the Romans.  

The archeological park of Carthage, offers an exceptional 

visit of the third largest bath of the Roman Time, the 

Antonine baths!  



S i d i  B o u  S a i d  

CARTHAGE => SIDI BOU SAID : 30 MIN DRIVING DISTANCE 



• Tunisia by Eden Tours 

S i d i  B o u  S a i d  

Famous for its white and blue houses and it’s 

Andalusian architecture this hilltop village is considered as 

the most beautiful Village of the country. The 

view from Sidi Bou Said is absolutely phenomenal.  

The town is also said to have inspired famous painter Paul 

Klee and famous writer Andre Gide. 
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B a r d o  M u s e u m  

The main draw at the Tunisia's top museum is its 

magnificent collection of Roman mosaics. These provide 

a vibrant and fascinating portrait of ancient North 

African life. Also here is some equally magnificent 

Hellenistic and Punic statuary. The massive 

collection is housed in an imposing palace 

complex built under the Hafsids (1228–1574), and 

fortified and extended by the Ottomans in the 18th 

century. The original palace buildings now connect with 

a dramatic contemporary annexe, which has doubled 

the exhibition space.  



D o u g ga  

TUNIS => DOUGGA : 2HR DRIVING DISTANCE 



D o u g g a  

Dougga or Thugga was a Punic, Berber and 
Roman settlement near present-day 
Téboursouk in northern Tunisia. The current 
archaeological site covers 65 hectares (160 
acres). UNESCO qualified Dougga as a World 
Heritage Site in 1997, believing that it 
represents "the best-preserved Roman small 
town in North Africa". 



Ka i ro u a n  

DOUGGA => KAIROUAN : 3HR DRIVING DISTANCE 



• Tunisia by Eden Tours 

K a i r o u a n  

Tunisian religious capital, also known as the fourth 

Holy city for Muslims in the world after Mecca 

Medina and Jerusalem.  

Kairouan holds many marvels such as the Great 

Mosque the barber mausoleum and the 

aghlabides pools, also famous for being the capital of 

the hand made wool carpets in Tunisia. 

 



Toze u r  

KAIROUAN => TOZEUR : 4:30HR DRIVING DISTANCE 



• Café des delices 

To z e u r  

This charming city in the South West of Tunisia is 

based around a large Oasis famous for its Palm trees and 

production of dates which are exported around the 

world.  

Todays Tozeur is known as the most attractive of the cities 

in the Tunisian south thanks to its characteristic 

architecture with local hand made bricks.  
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M o u n t a i n  O a s e s  

Chebika, Tamerza and Mides represent the most 

famous of the Tunisian mountain oases. Known for their 

marvelous landscapes, canyons, waterfalls. 

These Oases have been used for the shooting of many 

movies such as Star wars, Indiana Jones and the 

English patient!  



Mides 



• Tunisia by Eden Tours 

O n g  J a m e l  ( M o s  E s p a  
s p a c e p o r t )  

 Mos Espa is probably Tunisia’s best-preserved Star 

Wars set.  

It’s remarkably intact and one of the best Star 

Wars sites in the country. The site is a collection 

of nearly 20 domed purpose-built buildings that stood 

for the Tatooine spaceport of Mos Espa in The 

Phantom Menace 

 



Chott el Jerid 

TOZEUR => CHOTT EL JERID : 1HR DRIVING DISTANCE 
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C h o t t  e l  J e r i d  
 
 

It is the largest salt pan of the Sahara Desert, 
with a surface area of over 5,000 km2. The 
site has a typical hot desert climate. Due to 
the harsh climate with mean annual rainfall 
of below 100 mm and daytime temperatures 
sometimes reaching 50 °C (122 °F) or more 
during summer with dense solar radiation, 
water evaporates from the lake. In summer 
Chott el Djerid is almost entirely dried up, 
and numerous Mirage occur.  



Douz 

CHOTT EL JERID => DOUZ : 1HR DRIVING DISTANCE 



D o u z  

It has been called the "ultimate palm oasis", 
because it has over 500,000 palm trees in the 
area, and it is a major producer of "diglat noor" 
dates. In previous times it was an important stop 
on the trans-Saharan caravan routes. Today, it is 
destination for tourists who are interested in 
seeing the desert, and a starting point for desert 
treks by camel, motorcycle, or four-wheel-drive 
vehicle ATV. 



Matmata 

DOUZ => MATMATA : 1H30 DRIVING DISTANCE 
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M a t m a t a  

This Rocky desert area has beautiful Lunar 
landscape that inspired Gearge Lucas for his 
movie Star wars . It’s also famous for its 
unique Troglodyte Berber houses, these 
underground dwellings are still in use in our 
days. 



Desert Camp 

DOUZ => KSAR GHILAINE : 2H30 DRIVING DISTANCE 

DOUZ => TIMBAINE: 3HR DRIVING DISTANCE 
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D e s e r t  C a m p s  
 

Tunisia have different desert camps located in 
the area of “grand erg oriental” which hold 
some the highest Sahara dunes. 
In fact, some of this dunes can be more than 
100 meters height. 
These camps have good comfort tents, 
evenings around campfire and good food.  



Ksar Ghilane Camp 



Tiniri Camp 



Mars Camp 



Chenini 

KSAR GHILAINE => CHENINI : 2HR DRIVING DISTANCE 



C h e n i n i  

Chenini is a fortified hilltop berber village. The 
oldest structures on the hillside date back to the 
12th century; some of the buildings are still used 
to store grain for the villagers living in the valley 
below. 
Chenini and the surrounding Tataouine district 
are also associated with the Star Wars film series. 
Many scenes for the movies were filmed in the 
area; one of the moons of the home planet 
of Luke Skywalker was named Chenini. 



Chenini 



Djerba 

CHENINI => DJERBA : 2H45 DRIVING DISTANCE 
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D j e r b a  

Both Mediterranean and Saharan at once, 
the island of Djerba has been a source of 
fascination since the time of Homer. Ulysses 
tasted the “lotos” there, a delicious fruit 
which takes away all desire to leave, and 
today each visitor feels spellbound by its 
exceptional atmosphere. But Djerba is also  
famous for holding one of thee oldest 
synagogue in the world. 
In fact jews come from all over the world for 
pilgrimage  
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Djerbahood 
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Djerbahood 
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Djerbahood 



El Jem 

DJERBA => SFAX : 4HR DRIVING DISTANCE 
SFAX => EL JEM : 1H30 DRIVING DISTANCE 
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E l  J e m  

The El Jem amphitheater is considered as the most 
spectacular Roman monument of North Africa. 

Built to look like the Coliseum, the el Jem 

amphitheater is even better preserved than the one 

in Rome. 

This was the scene of bloody  Gladiator fights and 

cruel executions. 



Sousse 

EL JEM => SOUSSE : 1H30 DRIVING DISTANCE 



• Café des delices 

M e d i n a  S o u s s e  

Sousse a must visit destination for everyone, whether 

you want to laze about on the beach, or immerse 

yourself in history. Sousse is major modern city, it’s 

one of Tunisia’s most lively coastal resort. However, 

most visitors will be quick to recommend the Medina 

before anything else. 
Just a few minutes away, is the residential area and 

famous Marina of Port el Kantaoui  



Hammamet 

SOUSSE => HAMMAMET : 1H20 DRIVING DISTANCE 
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H a m m a m e t  

Hectic resort in summer, well known for its beaches 

and its party atmosphere.  

Hammamet is also a small city with an authentic 
charm, beautiful gardens full of Jasmin and 

citrus groves. 

Nearby, the new resort town of Yasmine Hammamet 
offers a more contemporary setting. 



Kelibia 

HAMMAMET=> KELIBIA : 2HR DRIVING DISTANCE 



C a p  B o n  a n d  N a b e u l  

A promontory pointed towards Sicily, the Cap Bon 
region is a vast garden where orange and lemon trees 

put out their flowers in the middle of winter. Its 

beaches of fine sand are among the most beautiful in 
Tunisia. The principal town of Cap Bon, Nabeul is 

famous for its pottery, its rush mats and its flower 

essences. The fishing port of Kelibia, the thermal springs 
of Korbous, the falconers of El Haouaria are just a few of 
the curiosities found in the region. 



Nabeul Pottery 



Kelibia 



Kerkouan 









3- Introduction of 

Tunisian Food  
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The diversity of culture is visible also through the 

local food which is an interesting mix of European, 

North African and Turkish style. Couscous, Brick and 

Mechwia are some of the most famous specialties. 

Usually set menus are surved in three courses :  

starter, Main corse then fruits. 
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Starters 

Brik: Delicious, crispy pastery rapped arround filling 
and usally deep fried.  The filling is made with 
potato, eggs and parsly but you can add tuna or 
shrimps. 

Chorba : is a traditional Tunisian wheat soup. It can 
be with lamb, chicken or fish. Tunisian also prepare 
some vegetable soup with creme  «velouté» . 

Mechwia:  means grilled salad. In fact all 
ingredients ( tomatoes, peppers, onions and garlic ) 
are all grilled then ground and seasoned together. 



Tunisian Soup 



Brik 



Mechwia: Grilled Salad 
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Main Courses 

Couscous : the most famous tunisian dish. Is mad of 
wheat rolled semolina . Surved with a sauce that 
can be prepared with different meat, fish or 
vegetables. 

Pasta:  here we notice the italian mediterranean 
influence. Tunisian like pasta with tomato sauce 
and especially with sea food. 

Koucha: this slow cooking prepared in oven or 
terra-cotta jars, is so delicious because it makes the 
meat so tender and juicy. 



Lamb Couscous 



Grilled Fish 



Mixed Grilled 



Sea Food Pasta 



Koucha 



4- Shopping in Tunisia 
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The Medina have numerous Souk streets with 
different hand crafted products from all over the 
country. 
 
The most famous ones are: Carpets  of Kairouan, 
handmade of wool, Pottery  in the region of Nabeul. 
 
Textiles like leather products, scarfs and foutas 
(traditional towels) are famous in the region of 
sousse. 
  

Shopping in Tunisia  



Carpets 



Pottery 



Fouta 



Leather 
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Food Shopping in Tunisia  

Makroudh : local Kairouan sweet stuffed with date 
palm paste soaked in honey and orange blossom 
water. 

Olive Oil : one of the most expotable product of 
Tunisia. A bottle of olive oil is always a good gift. 

Dates :   we have more than 100 varieties of 
dates. The most famous is « deglat el nour » that 
can be found in the palms of the oasis of 
Douz and Tozeur. 



Makroudh 



Olive Oil 



Dates 



5- Introduction of Hotels 



Hotels in 
 

 

El Mouradi Gammarth 5* Laico  Tunis 5* 

The Residence Gammarth  5* Ramada Plaza Gammarth 5* 

https://elmouradigammarth.com-tunisia.com/fr/


Hotels in 
 
 

El Mouradi Hammamet 4* Le Royal Hammamet 5* 

Radisson Blu Hammamet 5* Hasdrubal Thalassa Hammamet 5* 

https://www.elmouradi.com/cr2.resa/ui/aba/hotel-descriptif-El Mouradi Hammamet-Hammamet-Tunisie-706-869-2-1-showdate0.aspx


Hotels in 
 
 

El Mouradi Palace Port El Kantaoui 5* EL Mouradi Palm Marina Port El Kantaoui 5* 

Hasdrubal Thalassa & Spa Port El Kantaoui 4* 



Hotels in 
 
 

Movenpick Resort Sousse 5* Sousse Pearl Marriott Resort 5* 



Hotels in 
 
 

Golden Yasmin les Oliviers Sfax 5* Radisson Sfax 5* 



Hotels in 
 
 

Golden Yasmin Ras El Ain 4* Palm Beach Tozeur 5* 

Anantara Sahara Resort Tozeur 5* 



Hotels in 
 
 

Golden Yasmin Sun Palm 4* Sahara Douz 4* 



Hotel in 
 
 

Diar Matmata 4* 



Desert 
 
 

Pansy ksar Ghilane Tiniri Camp 

Camp Mars 



Hotels in 
 
 

El Mouradi Djerba Menzel 4* Hasdrubal Thalassa Djerba 5* 

Radisson Blu Djerba 5* 



Hotels in 
 
 

Hasdrubal Prestige Thalassa & Spa Djerba 5* Royal Garden Djerba 5* 


